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ELETTROCOSTRUZIONI

ORSO Company was founded in 2000 in the valleys of the 

Canavese thanks to the long experience of the two original 

founders. 

During these years the  ORSO company has  become a reality 

with a staff that includes design , factory assembly, building teams 

and office workers. 

The opening in 2009 of the new headquarters in Bairo, which is 

about  1000 square meters,  and the following expansion of other 

500 square meters in 2012, have been the sign of the growing of 

the company and this has allowed  the ORSO company to further 

improve the quality of services offered to its customers.

The obtaining  of certification ISO 9001, in June 2006, has made 

ORSO a company able to offer a complete service with continuous 

attention to the customer and  to the new technologies, in the 

electrical and automation field. 

Electric building, electric 
cabinets and engineering



Certificates

•	 Certificate	 ISO	9001	n.	9165.ORSO obtained with 

institute of certification CSQ IMQ.

•	 Certificate		SOA	n.	1639/30/00	 in category OS16 e 

OS30 obtained with institute of certification QLP SOA.

•	 Qualified	supplier	Enel n. 316260

Partnership

The ORSO company has good working relations  with 

companies that work successfully  in automation and 

software development and commissioning  of  the plants.

This way the company with the help of these partnerships  

tries to enrich its own service giving an all-round service.



ELETTROCOSTRUZIONI

The activity of the company can be divided in three fields:  

installations in plant, electric cabinets and engineering.  

Each of them is independent, however the company 

usually  deals with the  projects that include all business 

sectors. In fact it is able to provide  

and manage big projects with  

a wide-ranging view.

Engineering and construction of 
medium and low voltage electric plant



ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION IN PLANT

On site jobs are carried out by qualified operators 

organized into work teams. The kinds of activities 

normally performed are the following:

- Electrical cabinet MT/BT

- Industrial and civil electrical installation

- Hydropower division

- Industrial automation

- Systems for remote control and measurement

- Monitoring systems dams. 
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ELECTRICAL CABINETS

The production includes the following types of BT cabinet: 

Power Center cabinet distribution, distribution cabinets 

Motor Control Center, distribution cabinets for low power, 

automation cabinets, instrumental control, remote control 

and protection cabinets.

The production may be made according to the customer‘s 

drawing or what to our technical office can provide. Our 

technicians in both of cases follow the development of the 

cabinet providing their own expertise. 

Engineering and construction 
of electric low voltage cabinet



ORSO has its own internal design, made up of a 

technical staff who has plant and electrical cabinets 

building experience.

The continuous updating of regulations and efficient 

procedures that are guaranteed by the Quality 

Management System, contribute to the development 

of the plant engineering achievement of safety and high 

technical level. 

Today the company, strongly oriented towards the 

customer, is able to offer a complete and highly qualified 

consulting and designing service, and it also gives a 

good technical support to any target. 

All activities are supported by Technical Staff using 

operational tools constantly updated, such  a cad 

stations, printing and plotting islands, and software 

specific to the drawings, calculations, and verification

ELECTRIC ENGINEERING
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ORSO S.r.l.
Via Castellamonte, 3 - 10010 Bairo (TO)

Tel: +39.0124.501874
Fax: +39.0124.502309

Web: www.orsoimpianti.com
E.mail: info@orsoimpianti.com
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